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"Many people now view waste- 
water in a stream as going to waste 
if not diverted for human use," 
Tellman said. "This is leading to 
competition for a precious resource 
between advocates of reuse and 
recharge and those favoring flow- 
ing streams and healthy riparian 
areas." 

Tucson has extensive plans to 
reuse or recharge effluent including 
a 72 -mile pipeline system to deliver 
effluent to golf courses. Phoenix 
has declared its intent to eliminate 
effluent flow in favor of reuse and 
recharge, removing thick stands of 
mesquite and saltcedar. Prescott 
has already totally eliminated its 
effluent flow, responding to pres- 
sure from the Environmental 
Protection Agency. The Payson 
community decided to put in a golf 
course and a large park irrigated 
with effluent rather than pay the 
expense of treating the water to 
discharge quality. 

In her study of laws and water 
issues, Tellman found: 

Arizona surface water law 
generally favors removing water 
from streams; 
Arizona ground water law pays 
virtually no attention to the 
impact that ground water pump- 
ing or effluent reuse may have on 
surface water flow; 
The ground water law favors 
effluent reuse or recharge in 
artificial basins over effluent 
discharges; 
The legal status of effluent 
encourages delivery via pipeline 
rather than via streambed. 
Most communities face a combi- 

nation of water problems, opportu- 
nities and pressures. Tellman's 
book describes methods for com- 
munities to use if they are inter- 
ested in preserving their effluent - 
dominated riparian areas. For 
instance, communities can work 
within the existing legal framework 
or they can work to change laws 
and regulations. 

Another approach described by 
Tellman involves developing 

substitute wetlands habitat using 
constructed wetlands. Pinetop and 
Show Low have pioneered this 
method in Arizona with their 
highly successful marshes that 
provide high -grade waterfowl 
habitat. 

Contact Barbara J. Tellman at the 
Water Resource Research Center, 350 
N. Campbell, Tucson, AZ 85719, or 
call (602) 792 -9591. The book, 
Arizona's Effluent Dominated 
Riparian Areas: Issues and Oppor- 
tunities, is available free of charge from 
the Center. 

IYs a Fishy Story 

Raising fish can be a year - 
round money -maker for 
Arizona farmers, and 
Tony Porti aims to show 

them how. 
The aquaculture specialist is 

working with colleagues at the 
University of Arizona Maricopa 
Agricultural Center (MAC), near 
Maricopa, to develop an 
archetypical fish farm to serve as a 
model. The entire irrigation system 
at the 2,000 -acre research and 
demonstration farm has been 
modified to include a four -acre, 14- 

foot -deep reservoir that will hold 65 
acre -feet of water and a canal 
system, including four "ditches," 
one -half mile long by 55 -feet wide. 

"The reservoir is more cost - 
effective for irrigating the farm as 
well as raising fish," Porti said. 
"And, having the reservoir takes 
away the limitation of summer - 
season aquaculture only." 

In the first place, UA researchers 
can draw small amounts of water 
from the reservoir instead of 
ordering from the water district. 
Specialty crop farmers, who only 

need small amounts of water, could 
do the same thing. 

Most crops only require irrigation 
for part of the year, which poses a 
hazard for fish being raised in 
irrigation canals. Water in the 
reservoir is always available. 

With assistance from Gila River 
Farms and Gundle Industries, in 
Houston, Texas, Porti will experi- 
ment with several reservoir liners in 
different colors and textures to help 
control water temperature. The 
textured liner tends to adhere to the 
sloped sides more readily, which 
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Tony Porti 

allows steeper angles and could 
prevent algae growth in effluent 
from the reservoir. 

A Low Input Sustainable Agricul- 
ture (LISA) grant is helping Mary 
Olsen explore the value of fish 
waste as natural fertilizer. She will 
monitor the amount of nitrogen and 
phosphorus in the water in ditches 
stocked with varying densities of 
fish. 

New construction at MAC along 
the fish ditches allows Porti to pull 
off water at several points to check 
the fish effluent. Eventually, he will 
know how to manipulate and 
manage the fish to fit crop needs 
for water and fertilizer - and how 
much money the farmer can save 
on fertilizer he would otherwise 
have to apply. 

To operate successfully, a fish 
farmer needs to keep a careful 
check on the water quality, tern - 
perature and acidity. Thanks to 
MAC engineer Howard Baldwin, 
that job will be much simpler. He 
has designed a small computerized 

probe that drops into the water and 
gives a full set of water quality 
readings. 

In addition, the unit will trigger a 
preset change in water treatments - add oxygen, for example. Porti 
says the probe, which costs $500, 
including software, will enable 
close management of decentralized 
farms making them more cost - 
effective. 

UA Extension veterinarian Ed 
Bicknell put it this way, "If you 
don't manage the water, you can't 
manage fish. You can't see if fish 
are suffering from too little oxygen, 
but many fish diseases may start 
with stress from too little dissolved 
oxygen in the water." 

Although the reservoir and 
enlarged ditches are a new part of 
the MAC aquaculture project, Porti 
successfully raised nearly 40,000 
pounds, primarily catfish, last year 
in smaller ponds. 

Catfish are still an important part 
of his work, but he is diversifying to 
other fish species, such as tilapia, 

Michael Stoklos 

amur, pacu and grass carp. Tilapia 
is a prolific subtropical fish; the 
amur is a Chinese native known for 
its weed -eating habits; and pacu is a 
farm -raised South American species 
noted for its fast growth. 

Porti is interested in learning how 
to raise several species of fish 
because he believes a diversified 
gene pool is important. But, there's 
another reason. 

"Fish are the fastest growing 
agricultural crop in the world 
today," he said. "Here at MAC, 
we're trying to develop a system of 
aquaculture that will work 
anywhere farmers irrigate their 
crops." 4 

Contact Tony Porti, Howard Baldwin 
and Dr. Edward Bicknell at Maricopa 
Agricultural Center, Research Divi- 
sion, 37860 W. Smith -Enke Road, 
Maricopa, AZ 85239 or call (602) 568- 

2273. 
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